Introduction
There are at least four possible alternative pictures useful in the description of the motion of an elastic continuum: the spatial. Lagrangian. convected ... an rotated pictures. The description of the motion in the rolated picture is obtained essentially by pull-back of the spatial picture with the rotation part of the deformation gradient. as described in Section 2.3.
Our purpose is first to discuss the remarkable duality existing between . ) these alternative descriptions. A key role in describing this duality is played by the spatial formula connecting the spatial metric g and the Cauchy stress lpost-Doctoral fellow; SESM. UCB. 2Dept. of Mathematics. UCE. tensor: u = p {JVi/ {Jg. due to Doyle & Ericksen [1956] ; and its material counterpart connecting the material metric tensor G and the rotated stress tensor: E = p 8+1 {JG. due to Sima & Marsden [1984] . These formulae illustrate the facl that regardless of lhe description employed. the stress tensor in that description is obtained by varying the corresponding metric tensor.
Reasons for the imporlance of these formulae are discussed in Marsden & Hughes [1983] . and Sima & Marsden [1984] . One of these reasons. the covariance approach based on a covariant formulation of the balance of energy principle. is briefly considered in Section 4 .. The essential idea is to extend notions of invariance under superposed spatial isometries that go back at least to Noll (1963] . Toupin [1964] . and Green & Rivlin [1964] . to the general notion of invariance under arbitrary spatial dil!eomorphisms. which makes elasticity a fully covariant theory.
In most of the continuum mechanics literature. constitutive theory is often discussed in terms of the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor. However. some continuum theories capable of including elasticity as a particular case are best formulated in a different picture. Simple examples of lhis are the notion of hypo-elasticity (Truesdell [1955] . Truesdell & Noll [1965] [1967] which is formulated in the rolaled picture. Another example of practical importance is furnished by most of the computational models employed in tinile deformation plasticity. which are often formulated d.irectly in the spatial picture (see e.g . • Key & Krieg [1982] ). In this situations. a direct use of the spatial and material versions of the Doyle-Ericksen formulae in conjunction with the Lie derivative results conceptually simpler and often is computationally far more convenient (see Simo & Pister [1984] To emphasize the geometric meaning. relations (2.3) will be written employing a pull-back/push-forward notation as
One should carefully note that the right Cauchy Green tensor C can be regarded either as a function of F and g through representation {2.1}, or as a function of U and G through representation (2.4)2' Indeed, the former point of view leads to spatial Doyle-Ericksen r~rmula. Doyle & Ericksen [1956] . whereas the latter yields the material version of this formula. We note that if T ;; J u denotes the Kirchhoff stress tensor and S is the symmetric Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, then S = rp/( T), and hence Sand C = rpt{g) are simply the convected (Kirchhoff) stress tensor and convected metric ten sor.
Next. recall that for a thermoelastic material the free energy function ' 1/1 depends on the motion locally through the point values of C = 'Pt(g) (Coleman & Noll [1959] 
where PReI is the mass density in the reference configuration. Equation (3.2) is nothing but the relation connecting stress tensor. energy density and spatial metric expressed in the convecled picture. as the discussion of the spatial and rotated pictures will clearly reveal. The rate form of ( 3.2) Remark: One must include Go as an argument in ~ since it is needed to form scalars from C; e.g .
• tr C = CAB G~B 3.2. Spatial Picture.
Associated with the motion t ... rpt e: C one has in lhe spatial description the spatial velocily v,. the spatial acceleration at and the Cauchy stress lensor u.
It might appear somewhat surprising lhat to complete the spatial description one must also include the spatial metric tensor g. This need for including the melric lensor was first recognized by Doyle and Ericksen [1956] . and may be motivated as follows.
Since C = rp,.(g) = F.g.F. lhe right Cauchy-Grcen tensor C depends para~etrically on the metric g. As a result. lhe spatial free energy r;p defined by (3.4) Formula (3.4) puts in evidence the fact lhat the spatial stress lens or is in fact obtained by varying lhe internal energy with respect to the spatial metric tensor g. Notice lhat formula (3.2) responds to the same concept although expressed in a different picture.
In applications concerned with inelastic behavior it is often necessary to consider the rate form of (3.2); a typical example being rale independent finite deformation plasticity.
Rate Constitutive Equation.
The rate form of the spatial formula (3.4)
involves measuring the rate of change of lhe stress lensor a rela.tive to the flow of spatial velocity field v,; this fiow is given by 71.s = rp"orp,-l :rp,
(B) ... 9's(B).
The slandard way of forming rates is to employ the notion of Lie derivative (see e.g., Abraham. Marsden & Ratiu [1983] To emphasize the duality between the spatial and the material rotated pictures we consider the rate form of constitutive equation (3.9) which may be regarded as the material version of the Doyle-Ericksen formula (3.4).
Ra.te Constitutive Equation.
Let us introduce the material stretch Lie derivative by formally replacing pull-back/push forward operations with the deformation gradient F in definition (3.5) with the stretch part U of F. That is, for any ma.terial tensor field T" define its material stretch Lie derivative as (3.10)
It can be shown that definition (3.10) is simply the Lie derivative with respect to the rotated velocity field vf = R-(v,) or, equivalently, the R-rotated Lie derivative. The motivation this definition is that by applying (3.10) to the metric tensor G we obtain the following formula dual to (3.6): We refer to E == 4p B~:G as the rotated second elasticity tensor, and to
B2~
• II == 2 aGae as the rotated thermal stress coefficients. T == JE == R (T) is simply the rotated Kirchhoff stress tensor.
Finally, we consider the most commonly employed description of the motion in nonlinear elasticity.
3.4-. Material Lagrangian Picture.
In the Lagrangian description, the motion is characterized by the materia.l velocity Marsden [1984] and Marsden & Hughes [1983] . Our purpose here is to emphasize the duality between the spatial and rotated pictures which is clearly put in evidence through the covariant argument.
The essential idea behind the covariant approach is to extend the balance of energy principle to hold. not only for superposed spatial isometries as stated in Green & Rivlin [1964] . but for superposed arbitrary diJ Jeomorphisms. To achieve this invariance one introduces. in addition to the balance of energy principle. a covariance assumption on how this principle must hold for a given motion. Summarized below are these two basi~ ingredients. e (x ,t) the internal energy per unit of mass, r{x.t) heat supply per unit mass and h{x.t.n) heat flux; n{x) being lhe normal to the boundary oSO,{O). We say that balance of energy holds if:
:t f pee + *<v,.v,»dv = f p«b.Vt> + r)dv + J «t.v,> + h)ds (4.1) 't (n) 9, (0) 0" (0) (ii) Thus. the crucial part of the covarianl assumption is that the inlernal energy must depend tensorially on the metric g and. consequently. transform according to
For a justification of this tensorial dependence see Simo & Marsden [1984] . and for background motivation on this covariance assumption consult Marsden & Hughes [1983] .
As in the Hamiltonian approach. with the covariance assumption at hand one may now proceed either spatially or materially. To put in evidence the duality between both approaches we review the basic constructions involved in terms of the polar decomposition.
Spatial Picture.' The basic idea is to evaluate the balance of energy equation (4.1) for the given motion SOt:B -+ S and for the superposed motion ~, = t,OSOt with the change in metric resulting from the covariance assumption accounted for.
As in the Green-Rivlin argument. use of the transport theorem. the divergence lheorem and the Cauchy tetrahedron construction yields the laws of That is, the spatial Doyle-Ericksen formula emerges as the crucial condition which serves the purpose of relaxing the "rigidity" of the covariant assumption demanding that balance of energy must hold under superposed arbitrary spatial diffeomorphisms.
In terms of the polar decomposition the argument just outlined amounts to the construction summarized in the following diagram:
We note that:
Thus, the metric G and and the stretch tensor U remain unchanged through lhe • argument and. as a resull. so does C = U (G). Only the rota lion tensor R is changed by the superposed spatial diffeomorphism.
Material Rotated Picture
In the rolated descriplion of the motion we allow G to change with superposed spatial diffeomorphisms by introducing a construction dual to that summarize above. Accordingly. we now hold the rotation tensor R fi:r:ed while U and G change in a way that leaves C unchanged. One is then led to the situation summarized in the following diagram in terms of the polar decomposition. (TxB,G) where, H is such that (4.5)
One should carefully note that although the metric G transforms tensorially.
the metric Go in reference configuration remains unchanged.
If we define the malerial form E(X,t .G) of the internal energy in lhe obvious tensorial manner by setting 
which is the formula dual to the spatial formula (4.2) in the the rotated description. The duality between both pictures is thus complete.
Remarks: (1) Note that the formula dual to to formula (4.2) in the convected description can be obtained as a particular case of the construction developed in the rotated picture by adopting a particular choice of metric G.
By chosing G(X) = ~t(g) == C(X): i.e., the convected metric. one obtains the formula: In situations where representation theorems are sought in a specific picture, typically the spatial picture. il is conceptually more clear and computationally far more convenient to proceed directly rather than constantly refer back to a convected representalion in terms of lhe second Piola Kirchhoff stress lensor.
Thus. although nol often recognized. the spatial and malerial Doyle-F:ricksen formulae make the direct development of constilutive lheory in the spatial or rotated pictures as easy as in the often favored convected picture. configurations 'PEC cannot be elastic (Simo & Pister [1984] ). Indeed such a male rial furnishes a non-trivial example of a hypo-elastic material in the sense of True~dell, which is not elastic. This result and related results in the rotated picture are specially relevant lo finite deformation plasticily theories.
